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Scan your site for high-risk vulnerabilities, cross-site scripting and SQL injection, and find weak passwords that are easy to crack. You can instantly fix bugs, run scans, and protect your site from known and new attacks. Use the vulnerability scanning features to automatically detect and install security patches for your site. Scan all open ports to find and fix security threats
on your system. Identify the type of vulnerability in your site's security and get the necessary patches. Protect your files from cross-site scripting attacks. Learn about new Google features that enable you to get search results based on user demand. Learn about new ways to search on Google. Ensure your data is as secure as possible. Learn how you can use Google Analytics
and Google Adwords to protect your business. Learn how to use Google Business Search to protect your business. Find out how you can use Google Insights to protect your business. Learn about the new Google features that will allow you to get search results based on user query. Learn how Google Insights can help you protect your business. Learn about the new Google
Insights features that let you get search results based on your search terms. Learn about the new Google Insights features that let you tailor search results to your customers. Learn how Google Insights can help you protect your business. See how Google Mobile Explorer helps you measure the impact of your apps on smartphone users. In the new version of the search engine,
Google has fixed a number of bugs, simplified the interface, and added several new features. What's changed The search engine home page now displays an index. This is a list of all indexed pages, for example, in the "News" section displays the news that users found In addition to textual information, search results display links to images, video and audio files, so that the
user can quickly go to them. Yandex will also display a "All news" button, which can be used to quickly go to the page. If a user enters a query in a certain language, he will get a list in that language. In addition, there is a panel "Recommendations", where the most popular news of the day appear. They do not include news that users have chosen themselves. Users can
customize the display of this panel, which will allow them to see only the most interesting news for them. "Yandex" began to show users "useful" news. In the news feed recommendations based on the preferences of users have been added. About this informs the press-service of "Yandex". In the tape entered the news, which may be interested in users. "Yandex" notes that it
can be not only political news, but all in which users may be interested.
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